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Nature of the Blue-Phase-III–isotropic critical point: An analogy with the liquid-gas transition

M. A. Anisimov and V. A. Agayan
Institute for Physical Science and Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

P. J. Collings
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081

~Received 18 August 1997!

The analogy with the liquid-gas critical point is analyzed to clarify the nature of the pretransitional behavior
of physical properties in the vicinity of the Blue-Phase-III–isotropic transition in chiral liquid crystalline
systems. The analogy is unusual: temperature serves as the ordering field and entropy plays the role of the
order parameter. Both mean field and parametric equations of state are formulated in terms of scaling fields.
The scaling fields are linear combinations of the physical fields, which are temperature and chirality. It is
shown that mixing of the physical field variables naturally leads to a strong asymmetry with respect to the
transition temperature in the behavior of the physical properties that cannot be described by simple power laws.
While the mean field theory gives a good description of the experimental data, the scaling theory, if one
incorporates mixing of the field variables, gives even better agreement with the experimental data, placing this
transition in the same universality class as the three-dimensional Ising model.@S1063-651X~97!07812-4#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 65.20.1w, 61.30.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals are phases of matter in which the m
ecules possess orientational~and sometimes positional! order
even though the molecules undergo diffusion in much
same way as in a simple isotropic liquid@1#. In the most
simple liquid crystal phase of elongated molecules, called
nematic phase, the molecules maintain a preferred direc
in which to orient their long axes as they diffuse througho
the sample. If the molecules are chiral or if the liquid crys
is doped with a chiral additive, the preferred direction is
longer constant but spontaneously forms a helix. This
called the cholesteric or chiral nematic phase and the
tance over which the preferred orientation rotates throughp
radians is called the pitch. If the pitch is greater than ab
500 nm, the cholesteric phase undergoes a transition dire
to the isotropic liquid phase with increasing temperature
the case of a smaller pitch, however, the transition from
cholesteric to the isotropic liquid phase is usually via o
two, or three blue phases. These blue phases are quite e
~1! the preferred direction of orientation adopts a heli
structure, but quite different from the structure present in
cholesteric phase, and~2! a collection of defect lines~called
disclinations! form a dense network throughout the phase.
two of the blue phases, these disclinations form eithe
simple cubic or body centered cubic lattice. In the third b
phase (BPIII ), these disclinations, if they are present at a
form an amorphous structure. Keyes@2# was the first person
to point out that the BPIII and isotropic phases may be ana
gous to the liquid and gas phases, in that both have the s
type of short range order and differ only quantitiatively
the degree of this order. There have been a number of re
reviews of the blue phases@3#.

Recent experiments using mixtures of a pure steroiso
of a compound and the racemic mixture of the same co
pound have shown that the phase transition line between
amorphous blue phase (BPIII ) and the isotropic liquid (ISO)
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ends at a critical point in the temperature–chiral-fracti
plane@4,5# ~Fig. 1!. Both heat capacity and optical measur
ments demonstrate that the discontinuty and the width of
two-phase region at the transition gradually disappear as
chiral fraction is increased, until one phase converts to
other continuously. This proves that the amorphous b
phase possesses macroscopically the same symmetry a
isotropic liquid. The optical properties of the two phases
slightly different, however, so below the critical point a
interface is visible using a polarizing microscope@6#. A phe-
nomenological theory based on an analogy with the liqu
gas transition that introduces a new scalar order param
suggests that the BPIII transition is in the same universalit
class as the three-dimensional~3D! Ising model@7#.

Although this phenomenological theory recognized th
the physical variables, temperature and chirality, are pr
ably not the theoretical scaling fields, nothing was done
investigate~1! how this affects the physical properties ne

FIG. 1. S,S-MBBPC/rac-MBBPC phase diagram resulting fro
this analysis. The critical point is denoted by CP, the Blue Phas
and II by BPI and BPII, the BPI-BPII-BPIII triple point by TP, and
the chiral nematic phase byN* . The vertical dashed lines indicat
where heat capacity data from Ref.@5# were analyzed.
582 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 583NATURE OF THE BLUE-PHASE-III–ISOTROPIC . . .
the BPIII -ISO transition and~2! in what ways the BPIII -ISO
transition might be different from the liquid-gas transition.
fact, there has been extensive work on the mixing of
physical variables, temperature and chemical potentials
near-critical one-component fluids and binary fluids@8–11#.
In the simplest example of such a system, namely, a o
component fluid near the liquid-gas critical point, the chem
cal potential is one of the theoretical scaling fields~the or-
dering field!, while the other theoretical scaling field~the
nonordering field! is a mixture of temperature and chemic
potential. In the liquid-gas system, however, the degree
which the chemical potential contributes to the nonorder
field is very small and the lattice gas model, which does
contain mixing at all, serves as a good approximation@12#.

Following the work done in the liquid-gas system@10#,
we first derive general expressions for the entropy and
molar heat capacity that incorporate the mixing of the phy
cal variables. When this formulation is applied to t
BPIII -ISO transition, it is clear that this mixing has very di
ferent consequences compared to the liquid-gas transitio
such a way that temperature serves as the ordering field
entropy plays the role of the order parameter. The molar h
capacity generally appears to be a function of three sus
tibilities ~‘‘strong,’’ ‘‘weak,’’ and ‘‘cross’’ !. To calculate
these susceptibilities, one needs an explicit form of the eq
tion of state. We develop two alternative equations of st
one based on the Landau expansion~mean field theory! and
the other a parametric equation of state obeying sca
theory. In both cases, the large amount of mixing of
physical variables in the theoretical scaling field produ
such a strong asymmetry with respect to the transition t
perature that simple power laws cannot be used even
close to the critical point. The mean field equation of st
agrees reasonably well with the experimental data, but
parametric equation of state obeying scaling theory gi
even better agreement with the experimental data. Thi
firm evidence that the BPIII -ISO transition is in the same
universality class as the 3D Ising model.

The best experimental evidence available is the heat
pacity data for a near-critical chiral-racemic mixture
S,S-~1!-4’’- ~methylbutyl! phenyl-4’-~methylbutyl! biphenyl
carboxylate (S,S-MBBPC! @5#. These data are analyzed u
ing both equations of state to find the coefficients that
scribe the mixing of the physical variables. These values
then used to show that the heat capacity data from o
regions of the phase diagram are also accurately descr
Since there are also optical activity and turbidity results
this system, it is also shown that the same coefficients
scribe these data if the optical properties are assumed to
pend on a linear combination of the two scaling densities

Finally, the pure compoundS-~1!-4-~2-methylbutyl!
phenyl-4-hexyoxybenzoate (S-CE4! is also near the critica
point, and latent heat experiments have been performed
mixtures of this compound with its racemic mixture@13#.
The latent heat, optical activity, and light scattering data
analyzed using both equations of state to find the mix
coefficients for this system. Both mean field theory and sc
ing theory describe the data quite well. Although these d
alone do not support one theory over the other, they sh
that a consistent selection of parameters enables one to
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scribe both the thermodynamic and optical properties in
system also.

II. SCALING FIELDS AND MIXING
OF PHYSICAL FIELDS

We consider a system with an isolated critical point tha
characterized by two relevant scaling fields, an ordering fi
h1 conjugate to the order parameterw1, and a nonordering
field h2 conjugate to the second scaling densityw2 @14,15#. It
is well established that fluids, fluid mixtures, and binary
loys belong to the same universality class as the 3D Is
model ~or, equivalently, the lattice gas! @9,12,16–20#.

Near the critical point the singular part of the field
dependent dimensionless density of a relevant thermo
namic potential (F) satisfies the following scaling law:

DF̃~h1 ,h2!5DF/VrcRTc5h2
2uh2u2a f ~z!, ~1!

with

z5h1 /uh2ub1g, ~2!

where f (z) is a universal scaling function with know
asymptotic behavior,Tc is the critical temperature,rc is the
critical density,V is the volume, anda, b, andg are uni-
versal critical exponents interrelated by the relationshipa
12b1g52. For the universality class of the 3D Isin
model, a.0.11, b.0.325, andg.1.24 @12,21#. The rel-
evant thermodynamic potential for fluids is the grand th
modynamic potentialV52PV, whereP is the pressure. As
liquid crystals are weakly compressible systems, an app
priate choice for the thermodynamic potential is the Gib
free energy.

The scaling ‘‘densities’’ conjugate toh1 andh2 are

w152S ]DF̃

]h1
D

h2

5uh2ub f 8~z!, ~3!

w252S ]DF̃

]h2
D

h1

5h2uh2u2ac~z!, ~4!

where f 8(z)5d f /dz and

c~z!5~22a! f ~z!2~b1g!z f8~z!. ~5!

One may define the susceptibilitiesx1 ~strongly diver-
gent! and x2 ~weakly divergent!, which are associated with
the densitiesw1 andw2:

x15S ]w1

]h1
D

h2

5uh2u2g f 9~z!, ~6!

x25S ]w2

]h2
D

h1

5uh2u2aC~z!, ~7!

with C(z)5(12a)c(z)2(b1g)zc8(z) and wheref 9(z)
5d2f /dz2 andc8(z)5dc/dz. In addition one may define a
cross susceptibility as
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x125x215S ]w1

]h2
D

h1

5S ]w2

]h1
D

h2

5uh2ub21@b f 8~z!2~b1g!z f9~z!#. ~8!

Specifically, in zero ordering field (h150), the scaling
densities and the scaling susceptibilities behave asw15
6B0uh2ub, w25@A0

2/(12a)#h2uh2u2a, andx15G0
6uh2u2g,

x25A0
6uh2u2a with system-dependent scaling amplitud

A0
65(22a)(12a) f 6(0), B05 f 28 (0), and G0

65 f 19 (0),
where A0

6 , B0, and G0
6 are system-dependent amplitud

interrelated by the universal amplitude ratiosaA0
1G0

1/B0
2

.0.06, G1.4.9G2, and A0
2.1.9A0

1 , so that only two of
the amplitudes are independent@17#. The superscripts or sub
scripts ‘‘plus’’ and ‘‘minus’’ correspond to limits off (z)
taken above (h2.0) and below (h2,0) the critical point,
respectively. We note that above the critical point in ze
ordering field w150, w250, and x1250 since z50 and
f 8(z)50.

The simple Ising model and the lattice gas model hav
special symmetry with respect to the sign of the order
field. For the Ising model, the ordering field is the magne
field, and the order parameter is the magnetization@19#. For
the lattice gas, since the relevant thermodynamic potenti
V52PV and its density is the negative of the pressureP,
the chemical potential differenceg2gc plays the role of the
ordering field, and the density differencer2rc is the order
parameter@17#:

h15~g2gc!/RTc5Dg, ~9!

w15~r2rc!/rc5Dr. ~10!

The nonordering fieldh2 and its conjugate scaling densityw2
are

h25~T2Tc!/Tc5DT, ~11!

w25~rS2rcSc!/rcR5DS, ~12!

whereS is the molar entropy andR the universal gas con
stant.

Real fluids near the liquid-gas critical point, however,
not possess the symmetry of the lattice gas. The phys
fields, which are the chemical potential and temperatu
have no definite scaling dimensionality and one should id
tify the scaling fields with the linear combinations@9,10#:

h15a1Dg1a2DT, ~13!

h25b1DT1b2Dg, ~14!

whereai andbi are system-dependent coefficients. The sc
ing fields may be normalized in such a way thata151 and
b151, but then two system-dependent critical amplitud
appear~for instance,G0

1 andB0).
Near the liquid-gas critical point, the coefficienta2 de-

pends on the choice of zero entropy and is arbitrary in c
sical thermodynamics, i.e., can be chosen to be zero with
affecting any measurable properties. As soon as the valu
a2 is assigned, the value ofb2, which is often referred to as
o
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the mixing parameter@8,12#, becomes well defined@10,11#.
In simple fluids the magnitude of the mixing parameter
small (b2,0.1) @22#, and the main contribution to the sca
ing field h2 comes from the temperature.

Taking a250 corresponds to the choice of the critic
point entropySc5rc

21(]P/]T)rc
, and we have for the scal

ing fields and for the conjugate densities

h15Dg, ~15!

h25DT1b2h1 , ~16!

w15Dr2b2DS, ~17!

w25DS. ~18!

The physical response functions, namely, the isother
compressibility and the isochoric heat capacity (CV /R), can
be expressed through the scaling susceptibilities~the super-
script ‘‘r’’ denotes the regular part of a physical quantity!

rS ]r

]pD
T

5rS ]r

]pD
T

r

1rcRTc~x11b2
2x212b2x12!, ~19!

~r/rc!~CV /R!5
T

rcR
S ]S

]TD
r

r

1
b1

2x2

11b2
2x2x1

21
. ~20!

One can see that the main contribution to the compre
ibility of a near critical fluid is the strongly divergent susce
tibility x1, while the main contribution to the isochoric he
capacity is the weakly divergent susceptibilityx2. As

CP2CV5
T

r2S ]P

]T D
r
S ]r

]PD
T

, ~21!

the molar heat capacity at constant pressure asymptotic
behaves as the isothermal compressibibility.

In liquid crystals near the BPIII -ISO transition, the physi-
cal meanings of the scaling fields and scaling densities
very different. The physical fields at constant pressure in
case are the temperature and chirality@7#. The best definition
of chirality is probably the coefficient in front of the chira
term in the thermodynamic potential@7#, but this is never
measured directly. In practice, the chiralityk can be tuned
by the average~overall! compositionX of a mixture of a
highly chiral compound with its racemic mixture~chiral frac-
tion!, so that the density of the Gibbs free energy is

F̃@P,T,k~X!#5F̃~P,h1 ,h2!1F̃ r~P,T,X!. ~22!

Thus the scaling fields are linear combinations of the te
perature and chiral fraction@5,7#

h15a1DX1a2DT, ~23!

h25b1DT1b2DX, ~24!

whereDX5(X2Xc)/Xc , and Xc is the critical chiral frac-
tion. In contrast to a liquid-gas critical point, all the coef
cients ai and bi are well defined. The ratioa1 /a2 can be
found experimentally from the slopeDT/DX of the phase
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transition line (h150). All currently available experimenta
results show this slope to be very small. Figure 1 indica
that the slope may be slightly negative in theS,S-MBBPC
system @5#. Therefore, the ordering fieldh1 is associated
mainly with temperature. We also note that the coefficienta2
must be negative for the BPIII -ISO transition, as higher tem
perature corresponds to the state with lower ordering.

Inverting Eqs.~23! and ~24! we can expressDT andDX
in terms ofh1 andh2 as

DT5S b2

a2b22b1a1
Dh11S a1

b1a12a2b2
Dh2 , ~25!

DX5S a2

a2b22b1a1
Dh21S b1

b1a12a2b2
Dh1 . ~26!

The entropy enhancementDS is a linear combination of
the two scaling densitiesw1 andw2, conjugate to the scaling
fields h1 andh2, respectively:

DS52S ]DF̃

]DT
D

P,X

5a2w11b1w2 . ~27!
-
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Note, asw1}uh1ub, w2}uh1u12a, and asb,12a, the lead-
ing term in the entropy is associated with the order param
w1.

One may introduce a densitylike variablez conjugate to
the chiral fraction. As this variable is a thermodynamic c
ordinate, one can reasonably assume it to be proportiona
the inverse pitch. Like the entropy, the enhancement in
variable,Dz, is a linear combination of the two scaling de
sities:

Dz5a1w11b2w2 . ~28!

If a1 is very small, the contribution toDz from b2w2
dominates. Forw1 andw2 we then find

w15S b1

a1b12a2b2
DDz2S b2

a1b12a2b2
DDS, ~29!

w25S a1

a1b12a2b2
DDS2S a2

a1b12a2b2
DDz. ~30!

The singular part of the isobaric heat capacityCP,X is
expressed in terms of the susceptibilities:
CP,X2CP,X
r 5RTS ]DS

]T D
P,X

5a2

RT

Tc
S ]DS

]h1
D

P,X

5a2

RT

Tc F S ]DS

]h1
D

h2 ,X

1S ]DS

]h2
D

h1 ,X
S ]h2

]h1
D

P,X
G

5a2

RT

Tc Fa2S ]w1

]h1
D

h2

1b1S ]w2

]h1
D

h2

G1a2

RT

Tc Fa2S ]w1

]h2
D

h1

1b1S ]w2

]h2
D

h1

Gb1

a2

5
RT

Tc
~a2

2x11b1
2x212a2b1x12!. ~31!
c-
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Note that near the critical pointx1@ux12u@x2. Therefore,
the leading term in Eq.~31! is the strongly divergent suscep
tibility x1.

We emphasize the essential difference between the ph
cal meanings of the scaling fields and scaling densities
the liquid-gas phase transition on the one hand, and
BPIII -ISO transition on the other hand~see Table I!. In fluids
near the liquid-gas critical point, the strongly divergent s
ceptibility x1 is mainly associated with the isothermal com
pressibility, while the isochoric heat capacity serves as
weakly divergent susceptibilityx2. The order parameterw1
is mainly associated with the molar density andw2 with the
molar entropy only. The mixing of the physical fields do
not change the asymptotic critical behavior but causes n
asymptotic corrections like the so-called ‘‘singular diam
eter’’ of the liquid-gas coexistence curve@23#:

rL1rV

2rc
5b2w25b2

A0
2

12a
h2uh2u2a, ~32!
si-
r
e

-

e

n-

where rL and rV are the liquid and gas densities, respe
tively.

The BPIII criticality is different. The actual density here
an irrelevant variable as it is the same in the coexist
phases and does not change much with temperature.
ordering field is associated mainly with temperature. The i
baric heat capacity approximately serves as the strongly
vergent susceptibilityx1, although the more weakly diver
gent susceptibilities,x12 and x2, also contribute toCP,X

when the distance from the critical point increases. The or
parameter is mainly associated with the entropy, so that m
surements of the latent heat as a function of chiral fract
approaching the critical point could give direct informatio
on the behavior of the order parameter.

III. MEAN FIELD „CLASSICAL … THEORY

It is speculated@5# that the BPIII -ISO transition exhibits
mean field criticality. That is why we will first consider mea
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field ~classical! theory in which the fluctuations of the orde
parameter are neglected.

The critical part of the classical field-dependent therm
dynamic potential at constant pressureDF̃(P,h1 ,h2), which
is again a function of two scaling fieldsh1 andh2, is given
by the Landau expansion in powers of the order param
w1 @9,20#,

DF̃~h1 ,h2!5 1
2 a0h2w1

21 1
4 u0w1

42h1w1 , ~33!

where the constantsa0 andu0 play the role of the classica
system-dependent amplitudes. Minimization of this therm
dynamic potential with respect tow1 yields the following
equation, which defines the equilibrium value of the ord
parameter:

u0w1
31a0h2w12h150. ~34!

Using Eq.~34! we find expressions forw2 and susceptibili-
ties x1, x2, andx12:

w252S ]DF̃

]h2
D

h1

52
1

2
a0w1

2 . ~35!

x15S ]h1

]w1
D

h2

21

5~a0h213u0w1
2!21, ~36!

x125S ]h2

]w1
D

h1

21

52a0w1 /~a0h213u0w1
2!52a0w1x1 ,

~37!

x25S ]h2

]w2
D

h1

21

52a0w1S ]h2

]w1
D

h1

21

5a0
2w1

2x1 . ~38!

TABLE I. ‘‘Cartoon’’ analogy between the liquid-gas an
BPIII -ISO criticalities.

Leading contributions
Liquid-gas BPIII -ISO

Order parameter
~first scaling density!
w1 conjugate toh1

Density Entropy

Ordering scaling
field h1

Chemical
potential

Temperature

Nonordering
scaling fieldh2

Temperature Temperature mixed
with chirality

Second scaling
densityw2

conjugate toh2

Entropy Inverse pitch

Strong susceptibility Isothermal Isobaric heat capaci
x15(]w1 /]h1)h2

compressibility at constant chirality

Weak susceptibility
x25(]w2/]h2)h1

Isochoric
heat capacity

Combination of
temperature and

chirality derivatives
of the pitch
-

er

-

r

The critical part of the entropy is

DS5a2w11b1w25a2w12
b1a0

2
w1

2 . ~39!

The isobaric heat capacity in classical theory is

CP,X5RT~a22a0b1w1!S ]w1

]T D
P,X

1CP,X
r . ~40!

Since

S ]w1

]T D
P,X

5S ]w1

]h2
D

P,h1

S ]h2

]T D
P,X

1S ]w1

]h1
D

P,h2

S ]h1

]T D
P,X

,

~41!

one obtains

S ]w1

]T D
P,X

5
1

Tc

a22a0b1w1

a0h213u0w1
2

, ~42!

and, finally,

CP,X5
RT

Tc

~a22a0b1w1!2

a0h213u0w1
2

1CP,X
r

5a2
2x1

RT

Tc
S 12

a0b1

a2
w1D 2

1CP,X
r , ~43!

which satisfies the general expression~31! taking Eqs.~36!–
~38! into account. Graphs of the mean field scaling densi
and susceptibilities using parameters appropriate for the
tems to be studied are shown in Fig. 2.

IV. SCALING „LINEAR MODEL … EQUATION OF STATE

The expressions for the scaling functionf (z) and its de-
rivatives can be found in some approximation by renorm
ization group theory, but the calculations are cumberso
and inconvenient for practical use@20#. This is why a para-
metric representation of the equation of state near the crit
point @24–27# has become very popular.

The simplest form of the parametric equations of state
the so-called ‘‘linear model’’ with the ‘‘polar’’ variablesr
andu @24,28#,

h15arb1gu~12u2!, ~44!

h25r ~12b2u2!, ~45!

w15krbu, ~46!

where the parameterr represents the distance to the critic
point, the parameteru is the distance along a contour o
constantr ~see Fig. 3!, the coefficientb25(g22b)/g(1
22b) is a universal constant, anda and k are system-
dependent constants.

The singular behavior of thermodynamic functions is d
fined by the variabler , whereas the thermodynamic quan
ties are analytic functions with respect tou. This parametric
form of the equation of state satisfies the power-law beha
of the thermodynamic functions that follows from scalin
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theory. The equation of state expressed through the tr
tional variablesh1, h2, andw1 is determined by eliminating
r andu from the above equations.

The singular part of the thermodynamic potential is giv
by @17#

DF̃~r ,u!5akr22a@ f ~u!2u2~12u2!#

1~ak/6!r 2~12b2u2!2, ~47!

which we modified by adding the last analytic term to ma
the model fully consistent with the results of renormalizati
group ~RG! theory. According to RG theory, there is
fluctuation-induced analytic term in expressions for the
tropy and heat capacity@29#. The corresponding term in th
thermodynamic potentialDF̃(h1 ,h2) is proportional toh2

2

and is known as the kernel term@29#. The second scaling
densityw2 is obtained by differentiation of Eq.~47!, yielding

w25akr12as~u!2akr~12b2u2!/3. ~48!

Using the definitions of the susceptibilities~6!–~8! one finds

x15~k/a!r 2gc1~u!, ~49!

x125krb21c12~u!, ~50!

x25akr2ac2~u!2ak/3. ~51!

In Eqs.~48!–~51! f (u), s(u), andci(u) are known functions
of u:

f ~u!5 f 01 f 2u21 f 4u4, ~52!

FIG. 2. Mean field theory ‘‘densities’’w1 andw2 and suscepti-
bilities x1, x2, andx12 calculated with the parameters from theX
50.45 heat capacity fit.
i-

-

f 052
b~d23!2b2ag

2b4~22a!~12a!a
, ~53!

f 25
b~d23!2b2a~122b!

2b2~12a!a
, ~54!

f 452
122b

2a
, ~55!

s~u!5s01s2u2, ~56!

s052~22a! f 0 , ~57!

s252~22a!b2~122b! f 02g f 2 , ~58!

c1~u!5„12b2u2~122b!…/c0~u!, ~59!

c12~u!5bu@12d2u2~32d!#/c0~u!, ~60!

c2~u!5@~12a!~123u2!s~u!22s2bdu2~12u2!#/c0~u!,
~61!

c0~u!5~123u2!~12b2u2!12bdb2u2~12u2!, ~62!

andd is the universal critical exponent, which can be fou
from the relation (d21)b5g. One can verify that these
expressions satisfy the asymptotic scaling laws introdu
above.

Substituting the 3D Ising values of the critical exponen
into Eqs.~52!–~62!, we obtain

b2.1.35944, ~63!

f ~u!.20.5915612.01992u221.59091u4, ~64!

s~u!.1.1180421.97273u2, ~65!

c0~u!.120.10438u220.17673u4, ~66!

c1~u!.~120.47581u2!/c0~u!, ~67!

FIG. 3. ‘‘Polar’’ variablesr and u used in the parametric rep
resentation of the equation of state. The critical point is denoted
CP and the bold line is the first order transition line. The po
labeled (r ,u) represents an arbitrary starting point for a constanu
path through the critical point~dotted line! and a constantDX path
that misses the critical point~dashed line!.
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c12~u!.u~21.2410.59u2!/c0~u!, ~68!

c2~u!5~0.9950611.43374u220.90745u4!/c0~u!.
~69!

Graphs of the scaling densities and susceptibilities using
rameters appropriate to the systems to be studied are sh
in Fig. 4.

The linear model also yields the following expressions
the critical amplitudes:

A0
15

akg~g21!

2b2a
, ~70!

B05
k

~b221!b
, ~71!

G0
15

k

a
. ~72!

Now we will show that the results of mean field~classi-
cal! theory can be expressed through the parametric varia
as well. The magnitudes of the critical exponents in me
field theory area50, b51/2,g51, d53. To find the value
of the universal constantb25(g22b)/g(122b) in mean
field theory, one has to employ thee expansion for the criti-
cal exponents@30,31#. The parametere is related to the di-
mensionalityd of space bye542d. The mean field results
are valid in the limite→0. In first order ofe, the expansion
gives 2b512 1

3 e, g511 1
6 e, a5 1

6 e, thusb253/2.
Substituting the classical values of the critical expone

andb2 into Eqs.~52!–~62!, we obtain

FIG. 4. Scaling theory ‘‘densities’’w1 andw2 and susceptibili-
ties x1, x2, and x12 calculated with the parameters from theX
50.45 heat capacity fit.
a-
wn

r

les
n

s

f ~u!521/61u22u4, s~u!51/32u2, ~73!

c0~u!51, c1~u!51, c12~u!52u, c2~u!51/31u2,
~74!

and for the scaling densities and susceptibilities in the pa
metric form:

w15kr1/2u, ~75!

w252 1
2 akru252 1

2 a0w1
2 , ~76!

x15~k/a!r 215@a0h213u0w1
2#21, ~77!

x1252kr21/2u52a0w1x1 , ~78!

x25aku25
a0

2

2u0
u25a0

2w1
2x1 , ~79!

where the coefficientsa0 and u0 are related tok and a as
follows:

a05a/k, ~80!

u05a/2k3, ~81!

ak5a0
2/2u0 . ~82!

V. INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Isobaric heat capacity

The isobaric heat capacity should be fitted to Eq.~31!
with the susceptibilities taken either from mean field theo
@Eqs.~36!–~38!# or with use of the scaling parametric equ
tions ~49!–~51!. A more general approach is to use a cro
over theory that incorporates both the Ising asymptotic cr
cal behavior and possible mean field behavior far away fr
the critical point @29#. However, such a fit requires mor
accurate data and is more sophisticated, since the cross
functions are not explicit and at least one additional adju
able parameter, namely, a crossover scale~Ginzburg num-
ber!, appears@29#.

One should note that the structure and the meaning of
~31! are substantially different from the expression

CP,X5A1
6uDTu2x1A2

6uDTu2y1B61E~T!, ~83!

used for fitting the experimental data in@5#. In this equation
x andy are adjustable exponents. The superscripts ‘‘1 ’’ and
‘‘ 2 ’’ correspond to the phases above and belowTc , respec-
tively. Even along the pathX5Xc , where the scaling fields
the order parameter, and the heat capacity are function
temperature only, none of the susceptibilitiesx1, x2, or x12,
entering Eq.~31! obeys the simple power-law structure
Eq. ~83!

B. Latent heat

The latent heatL is defined as

L5TBI~SI2SB!, ~84!
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whereTBI is the BPIII -ISO transition temperature,SI is the
entropy of the isotropic liquid phase, andSB is the entropy of
BPIII . Since the order parameterw1 is equal to but of oppo-
site sign on either side of the transition, while the seco
scaling densityw2 is the same on either side of the transitio
Eq. ~27! yields the following simple expression for the late
heat:

L/RTBI52ua2w1u ~85!

with w1 taken either from Eq.~34! ~mean field theory! or
from Eq. ~46! ~scaling theory!.

C. Optical activity and light scattering

The optical activity and intensity of light scattering, bein
densitylike quantities~different in the coexisting phases!,
should have a component depending onDz, conjugate to the
chiral fractionDX. Therefore, like entropy, the optical activ
ity C and intensity of light scatteringI are linear combina-
tions of w1 andw2:

C5l1w11l2w21C r, ~86!

I 5l1w11l2w21I r, ~87!

wherel i are constants that depend on both the system
experimental arrangement, andC r andI r are the background
~regular! parts of C and I , respectively. According to the
experiments@5#, the optical activity and intensity of ligh
scattering behave very much like the entropy predicted
Eq. ~27!.

VI. HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS

The phase diagram for chiral-racemic mixtures
S,S-MBBPC @5# is presented in Fig. 1, where the paths
constant chiral fraction used for the heat capacity meas
ments are shown. The mixture with chiral fractionX50.45 is
the lowest chiral fraction mixture with no evidence for a tw
phase region.

With four unknown mixing coefficients and two unknow
constants to describe a linear background, a general fit o
theory to the experimental heat capacity data involves
fitting parameters. However,a1 can be set to zero since th
slope of the BPIII -ISO transition line in the temperature
chiral fraction plane is very small. In addition, it is conv
nient to make some substitutions forw1 ~mean field theory!
andr ~scaling theory!, so that some fitting parameters do n
appear in the equation of state, and some fitting parame
appear grouped together in the expression for the heat ca
ity.

For mean field theory, by defining a normalized ord
parameter

ŵ15A u0

a0b1
w1 , ~88!

the cubic equation to be solved becomes

ŵ1
31ĥ2ŵ12ĥ150, ~89!

where
d
,

nd

y

f
f
e-

he
ix

t
rs

ac-

r

ĥ15A u0

a0
3b1

3
h15â1DX1â2DT, ~90!

ĥ25
h2

b1
5DT1b̂2DX, ~91!

with

â15A u0

a0
3b1

3
a1 and â25A u0

a0
3b1

3
a2 and b̂25b2 /b1 .

~92!

The heat capacity expression then becomes

CP,X5
RT

Tc

~ â22ŵ1!2

û0@DT1b̂2DX13ŵ1
3#

1ATcDT1B, ~93!

which involves only 5 fitting parametersâ2, b̂2DX, A, B,
and û05u0 /a0

2b1
2, if the parametera1 is set to zero.

For scaling theory, by defining a new parametric varia

r̂ 5
r

b1
, ~94!

the equation of state is now given by

r̂ b1gu~12u2!5â1DX1â2DT, ~95!

r̂ ~12b2u2!5DT1b̂2DX, ~96!

where

â15
a1

ab1
b1g

and â25
a2

ab1
b1g

and b̂25
b2

b1
. ~97!

The expression for the heat capacity is

CP,X5
RT

Tc
~akb1

2b1g!@~ â2!2r̂ 2gc1~u!1 r̂ 2ac2~u!

12~ â2! r̂ b21c12~u!#1ATcDT1B, ~98!

which again involves only 5 fitting parameters ifa150. It
should be pointed out that the last term in expression~51! for
x2 is included in the background heat capacity.

Least square fits to theX50.45 heat capacity data wer
performed for both equations of state. SinceXc is unknown,
only b̂2DX is determined by these fits. As explained lat
however, by also performing fits to the heat capacity d
taken at other values ofX, we are able to determineXc and
calculate values forb̂2 and DX. Values forb̂2 and DX are
therefore given in the tables. Because a small amoun
modulation (6 17 mK! was present during the heat capac
measurements, the fitting procedure utilized heat capa
expressions modified by this amount of modulation. The v
ues for the fitting coefficients are shown in Table II a
graphs of the theoretical fits and experimental data are sh
in Fig. 5. Notice that the fit using scaling theory is signi
cantly better than the fit using mean field theory~the reduced
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chi squares is smaller!. These fits were in fact quite stable,
that fitting data over a larger range or eliminating data n
Tc ~in case impurity effects are important! changed the val-
ues of the fitting parameters by amounts roughly equa
their uncertainties.

Fits to the heat capacity data for other values ofX, both
above and belowX50.45, were also performed. In thes
casesâ2 was fixed at the value found for theX50.45 mix-
ture while b̂2DX remained a fitting parameter. The resu
are shown in Fig. 6 for theX50.40 mixture and in Fig. 7 for
the X50.50 mixture. The scaling theory fits are again bet
than when mean field theory is used. It should be pointed
that there are problems with fitting theX50.40 data. The
slight ‘‘bump’’ on the low-temperature branch of the data
due to the BPI-BPIII phase transition, and the excess h
capacity due to this transition has not been taken into
count. Additionally, there is some question whether all
data used were truly static heat capacity data, as the data

FIG. 5. Molar heat capacity data from Ref.@5# and fits ~solid
lines! for X50.45.

TABLE II. Heat capacity fitting parameters forS,S-MBBPC
(X50.45). The units of the background slope and background aTc

are J/~mole K2), J/~mole K!, respectively.

Mean field theory Scaling theory

Tc 392.484 K 392.485 K
DX 0.15 6 0.10 0.186 0.08

û0
21 or akb1

2b1g 13.536 0.16 3.8366 0.034

â2 (3 1022) 28.3246 0.079 26.2066 0.050

b̂2 (3 1023) 2.2 6 1.5 2.26 1.0

Background slope 220.56 6.5 79.46 4.7
Background atTc 747.46 1.8 787.36 1.5
Reduced chi square 41 26
r

o

r
ut

t
c-
e
ery

close toTc still showed a frequency dependence. Howev
the analysis of theX50.40 data is completely consisten
with the results for the other mixtures, which do not suff
from these problems, so it is included for completene
When the results from theX50.40, 0.45, and 0.50 fits plu
similar fits for theX50.55 andX50.75 mixtures~Figs. 8
and 9! are all combined, the estimates forXc are 0.39
60.04 from the mean field theory fits and 0.3860.03 from
the scaling theory fits~Fig. 10!. The values of the fitting
parameters for the four additional mixtures are given
Table III. WhenF tests are applied between the mean fie
and scaling theory fits, the difference in the quality of the fi
is significant at the 99% confidence level in all cases exc
X50.75, where the difference is significant at the 93% co
fidence level.

VII. OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Optical activity and light scattering measurements ha
also been performed on theX50.45 mixture@5,32#. Actu-
ally, a turbidity experiment with right-circularly polarize
light was done in place of a light scattering experiment, b
turbidity should be proportional to the total cross section
light scattering. Fits were performed assuming that both
these properties depend on a linear combination of the
scaling densities and fixing the values ofâ2 andb̂2DX at the
values determined by theX50.45 heat capacity fit. For the
mean field theory fits, the equation is

C5l1Aa0b1

u0
ŵ12

1

2
l2

a0
2b1

u0
ŵ1

21ATcDT1B, ~99!

and for scaling theory fits, the equation is

FIG. 6. Molar heat capacity data from Ref.@5# and fits ~solid
lines! for X50.40.
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C5l1kb1
b r̂ bu1l2akb1

12a r̂ 12as~u!1ATcDT1B.
~100!

In order to keep the number of fitting parameters to a m
mum, the scaling theory equation omits the last term in
pression~48! for w2. This term contributes a relatively sma
amount and varies slowly with temperature, so it is appro

FIG. 7. Molar heat capacity data from Ref.@5# and fits ~solid
lines! for X50.50.

FIG. 8. Molar heat capacity data from Ref.@5# and fits ~solid
lines! for X50.55.
i-
-

i-

mated by the linear background terms, which were includ
to account for the regular contribution. Similar expressio
were used to fit the turbidity data. Only a constant ba
ground term was included in the turbidity fits, since the fi
were little improved by inclusion of a term with nonzer
slope. The results are given in Table IV and Fig. 11. As w
the heat capacity fits, the fits using scaling theory are eq
to or better than the fits using mean field theory.

Latent heat measurements on the S-CE4 system indi
that theX51.0 mixture is very close to the critical chira
fraction @13#. Optical activity and light scattering data@33#
also exist on theX51.0 mixture. Since the latent heat da
are not precise enough to determineâ2, b̂2, and XC accu-
rately, values for these three parameters were selected so
good fits to both the thermodynamic and optical data re
~see Table V and Figs. 12 and 13!. The mean field equation
for the latent heat fit is

FIG. 9. Molar heat capacity data from Ref.@5# and fits ~solid
lines! for X50.75.

FIG. 10. Determination of the critical chiral fractionXc .
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TABLE III. Heat capacity fitting parameters forS,S-MBBPC mixtures based on the values ofâ2 from
Table II. The units of the background slope and background atTc are J/~mole K!2 J/~mole K!, respectively.

X50.40 X50.50
Mean field theory Scaling theory Mean field theory Scaling theor

Tc 392.540 K 392.544 K 392.331 K 392.334 K
DX ;0.02 ;0.05 0.286 0.10 0.326 0.09

û0
21 or akb1

2b1g 11.496 0.15 4.0466 0.043 14.3616 0.067 4.2266 0.012

b̂2 (3 1023) 2.3 6 0.8 2.26 0.6

Background slope 155.06 7.9 140.76 6.1 193.06 4.4 123.16 2.6
Background atTc 783.16 2.7 771.36 2.3 765.36 1.9 780.46 1.1
Reduced chi square 33 21 14 5

X50.55 X50.75
Mean field theory Scaling theory Mean field theory Scaling theor

Tc 392.396 K 392.401 K 391.895 K 391.918 K
DX 0.41 6 0.11 0.456 0.09 0.926 0.14 0.976 0.11

û0
21 or akb1

2b1g 15.0306 0.067 4.48216 0.0014 12.496 0.12 3.8326 0.028

b̂2 (3 1023) 1.9 6 0.5 1.86 0.4 2.36 0.4 2.16 0.2

Background slope 187.96 3.7 122.66 2.6 82.06 2.2 60.76 1.8
Background atTc 758.66 1.8 767.16 1.2 817.06 1.8 804.16 1.5
Reduced chi square 35 18 1.2 0.9
ca
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L52
a0

2b1
2

u0
RTcâ2ŵ1 ~101!

and the scaling equation is

L52akb1
2b1gRTcâ2r̂ bu. ~102!

No background terms were included in the fits to the opti
activity data and only a constant value for the backgrou
contribution was included in the fits to the light scatteri
data, since the inclusion of additional terms did not make
fits significantly better. Interestingly, the sign of thew2 con-
tribution to the light scattering is opposite from that f
S,S-MBBPC. Note that these fits suggest that theX51.0
mixture is slightly above the critical point even though t
latent heat data indicate that it is slightly below the critic
point @13#. The choice ofXc50.95 is necessary in order t
achieve good fits not only to the latent heat data, but to
optical activity and light scattering data as well. We inclu
the data on S-CE4 simply to show that a reasonable selec
l
d

e

l

e

on

of parameters is capable of describing both the thermo
namic and optical data in this system also.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The fact that both the mean field and scaling theor
describe both the thermodynamic and optical data not
near the critical point but across the phase diagram is str
evidence that the BPIII -ISO transition is analogous to th
liquid-gas transition. The fact that the scaling theory is be
in its agreement with the experimental data also is stro
evidence that this transition belongs to the same universa
class as the 3D Ising model.

Just as interesting is the fact that the physical variab
mix quite differently than in the liquid-gas transition. Wit
a1'0, h1 is nearly temperature, making the ordering field
temperature instead of a chemical potential~for the liquid-
gas transition! or magnetic field~for the magnetic transition!.
Instead of the order parameter being density or magnet
tion, the order parameter for the BPIII -ISO transition is
ry
TABLE IV. Optical fitting parameters forS,S-MBBPC (X50.45). The units for the optical activity
parameters are rad/cm, except for the background slope, which is rad/~cm K!. The units for the turbidity
parameters are cm21, except for the background slope which is (cm K)21.

Optical activity Turbidity
Mean field theory Scaling theory Mean field theory Scaling theo

Tc 390.915 K 390.920 K 391.025 K 391.031 K
l1Aa0b1 /u0 or l1kb1

b 244.7 6 1.4 27.69 6 0.30 104.66 1.7 30.046 0.21
l2a0

2b1 /u0 or l2akb1
12a 33406 59 9796 16 8546 147 153.96 9.6

Background slope 2.006 0.29 21.58 6 0.25 0~fixed! 0 ~fixed!

Background atTc 20.0396 0.013 20.9256 0.009 4.5756 0.085 4.0966 0.012
Reduced chi square 0.7 0.8 30 1.8
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closely related to entropy. In fact, the smallness ofb2 dem-
onstrates that temperature is the most important contribu
to both the ordering and nonordering fields. Further theo
ical work will be required to clarify a connection between t
order parameterw1 and the chiral order parameter introduc
by Lubensky and Stark@7#, as well as a microscopic inter
pretation for the mixing coefficients.

FIG. 11. Optical data and fits for theX50.45 mixture.

TABLE V. Thermodynamic and optical fitting parameters f

S-CE4 based onXc50.95 andâ2520.2, b̂250.01 ~mean field
theory! or â2520.06, b̂250.003 ~scaling theory!.

Latent heat
Mean field theory Scaling theory

a0
2b1

2/u0 or akb1
2b1g 1.1 5.0

Reduced chi square 0.7 0.9

Optical activity
Mean field theory Scaling theory

Tc 310.34 K 310.35 K
l1Aa0b1 /u0 or l1kb1

b 242 rad/cm 25.4 rad/cm
l2a0

2b1 /u0 or l2akb1
12a 1600 rad/cm 910 rad/cm

Reduced chi square 1.0 2.8

Light scattering
Mean field theory Scaling theory

Tc 310.21 K 310.21 K
l1Aa0b1u0 or l1kb1

b 130 kcounts/s 22 kcounts/s
l2a0

2b1 /u0 or l2akb1
12a 23700 kcounts/s 22000 kcounts/s

Background atTc 4.1 kcounts/s 4.3 kcounts/s
Reduced chi square 0.6 0.6
n
t-

The variation ofDX with chiral fraction inS,S-MBBPC
suggests that the critical chiral fractionXc is slightly below
X50.40. However, the heat capacity measurements on
X50.40 mixture showed~1! a difference between the a
calorimetric and nonadiabatic scanning results and~2! char-
acteristic changes in the phase shift between the he
power and the observed sample temperature, which norm
provide strong evidence for a two-phase coexistence a
discontinuous transition. As stated above, fitting theX
50.40 data was problematic and it is included in the analy
for completeness, but it is also true that the fits to the ot
heat capacity data are consistent with a critical point aro
X50.40. We have tested the possibility that our method
analysis overemphasizes supercriticality, but have found

FIG. 12. Latent heat data and fits for S-CE4.Xc50.95, â150,
and â2520.2, b̂250.01 ~mean field theory! or â2520.06, b̂2

50.003 ~scaling theory!.

FIG. 13. Optical data and fits for S-CE4.Xc50.95, â150, and
â2520.2, b̂250.01 ~mean field theory! or â2520.06, b̂2

50.003 ~scaling theory!.
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clear indication that this is the case. It is interesting to n
that the result of our analysis of the S-CE4 data is similar
that theX51.0 mixture gives experimental evidence for b
ing below the critical point, while our analysis indicates th
it is above the critical point. More accurate experiments
required to clarify this issue.

It should also be pointed out that we have included ba
ground terms to account for any noncritical contributions
the data. The heat capacity background contributions
above the actual data, not in the region of the fit, but
higher temperatures. This is probably the result of the fitt
procedure used, since including the higher temperature
changes the background contributions so they fall below
of the data, resulting in slightly different fitting paramete
but a fit of the same quality.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The BPIII -ISO critical point is unique. Whereas the mix
ing of the physical fields is of minor importance in the liqu
gas transition, which is rather symmetric near the criti
point, this feature is crucial to understanding the nature
the BPIII -ISO transition. Whether this is true for other liqu
crystal transitions, e.g., the smectic-A–smectic-Ad transition,
is unclear. The important point is that whenever the phys
fields are mixed, the system does not follow simple pow
law behavior.

The critical slowing down of the order parameter of th
transition may reveal itself in a dynamic light scattering e
periment if there is coupling between the fluctuations of
order parameter and the refractive index fluctuations. S
g
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an experiment was attempted, but was hampered by mul
scattering effects near the critical point@32#. Another experi-
ment is planned for the near future. Perhaps more revea
would be an acoustic measurement, since sound couple
temperature, which clearly is the dominant variable in t
system.

The BPIII -ISO critical point still remains the only experi
mentally observed example of a fluid-fluid critical point th
is not associated with the liquid-gas transition or with t
demixing transition in binary liquids. However, the rece
modeling of liquid water predicts the coexistence of tw
aqueous phases in the supercooled metastable region@34#.
One may expect finding other systems in which two flu
phases of the same symmetry but of different structure co
ist, and the transition terminates at a critical point. The
proach developed in this paper may be useful for a desc
tion of such phenomena.
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